Abstract -This paper presents a proposed Proportional and Derivative (PD)-like Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) (PD-FLC) on dynamic control for vertical positioning of Hexapod Robot walking on seabed environment. The study has been carried out by modelling the buoyancy force following the restoration force to achieve the drowning level according to Archimedes' principle. The restoration force need to be positive in order to ensure robot locomotion is not affected by buoyancy factor. As a solution to control this force, PD-FLC is used and integrated with admittance control that is based on the total force acting on foot placement by considering Center of Mass (CoM) of the robot during walking period. The integrated control technique is verified on a real-time based 4 degree of freedom (DoF) leg configuration of hexapod robot model. The scope of analysis is focused on walking on the varying stiffness of undersea bottom soil with tripod walking pattern. Moreover, the verification is done on the vertical foot motion of the leg and the body mass coordination movement during walking period. The results show that the proposed PD-FLC admittance control is able to cater the force restoration factor by making the vertical force on each foot sufficiently big (sufficient foot placement) compared to the buoyancy force of the ocean, thus resulting in stable tripod walking on the seabed with uncertain stiffness.
INTRODUCTION
Researchers have widely studied the seabed or tidal current underwater environment, and before launching a mission in the ocean, complex controls need to be developed to guide and control marine vehicle systems. Therefore, it is essential to design an appropriate simulation model that is able to perform like the behavior of a real world autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) [1] . Hydrodynamic characteristics are very significant factors in research into underwater robotic system. The efficiency and stability of the control algorithms and the most optimum structure of the robot depend on proper hydrodynamic analyses [2] .
For the ocean environment, several motion control algorithms under a range of hypotheses have been developed in the past two decades. By adopting a linearized model, various linear control techniques such as PID controller and LQR algorithm have been introduced with acceptable performance in only unusual kinds of manipulation [3] . However, such methods ignore the interactions between the other sub-controllers and simplify the degree of freedom (DOF) model to obtain several subsystems [4] . Considering square integral bounded disturbances into account, linear controller have been improved in the absence of parameter variations [5] . Numerous modern investigations are concerned with model uncertainties, while current nonlinear-based methods, such as sliding mode control, requires the upper bound of uncertainties and disturbances are known in advance. Intelligent control algorithms based on neural networks and fuzzy logic have been also applied to the UVs [6, 7] .
Adaptive motion control of a general class of AUVs in the presence of model uncertainties and environmental disturbances has been studied as reported in [8] . Due to the variations in hydrodynamic and damping coefficients, parametric and amorphous disturbances have been incorporated into the mathematical model. Firstl an adaptive based control algorithm is developed to undertake the parametric model disturbances. Then, a robust control law is implemented in order to ensure the robustness of the method with respect to unstructured uncertainties and external disturbances.
In ocean environments, ocean waves have varying wave periods and height determined by wind and the distance traversed. According to D'Allemberts paradox, in a steady flow, there is no force on a body under non-viscous fluid. For tidal current in an unsteady situation with added mass, drag forces, buoyancy and currents, especially in the existence of free surface waves, it is required to consider time dependent motions of the water, robot's body, and the system internal as well as external forces adding to the total force on the system [9] . Thus, force control is becoming a crucial part for the multi-legged robot to crawl on the seabed soil. Common robotics force control for articulated configuration arm and legged system has been practiced in two strategies: forcebased and position-based force control. This study proposed a control technique that integrates intelligent control and dynamics control for hexapod robot foot motion during walking on seabed. The PD-FLC is applied and it uses two dynamic states of CoM-based impedance model [10] (position and velocity) as crisp inputs to cater the sufficient dynamic motion of each hexapod robot foot placement during locomotion on seabed. Hypothetically, PD control is reliable on prediction and correcting the large overshoot but the derivative part will affect the steady-state error of a system [11] . However, in this study steady state is not the issue. Thus, the approach taken is to use PD-FLC with error and velocity as inputs [11] since both parameters will respectively affect the positioning and velocity states of robot vertical motion. The system identification model of 4 degree-of-freedom (4-DoF) leg of hydraulically driven hexapod robot named COMET-IV [12] is used for verification. In the study, hexapod robot has been assumed to be properly drowned on seabed soil and is ready to walk. The analysis of the results is focused on foot motion and the total force on foot compared to the buoyance force of ocean.
II. ENVIRONMENT MODEL CONSIDERING THE BUOYANT FORCE
Buoyancy factor via buoyance forces will affected multilegged robot locomotion other than seabed gravity. The difference between gravitational and buoyancy forces is called restoring force and this force is comparable to the spring forces in a mass-spring damper system [13] . With reference to Archimedes' principle, the buoyant force on a submerged rigid body will be an upward force equal to the weight of the fluid displaced by the object that resists the weight of an immersed object. The buoyant force is activated through the center of gravity of the objects that tends to pull up the object out of the water surfaces. Fig. 1 shows the definition of buoyant force principle for a multi-legged robot system. In this study, Ekman layer of the seabed is considered that consisted of a force balance between pressure gradient force, Coriolis force and turbulent drag; the ocean water temperature is assumed at 0 20 C. Buoyant force acting on multi-legged robot in underwater
The buoyant force ( B F ) is equal to the mass of water displaced by the submerged robot ( s W ) and can be calculated as in Eq.1. Consider the ratio of the whole robot's body to water density as follows; 
where R F must be sufficiently positive to ensure the robot stands on the bottom of water or seabed. In the case of multilegged robot, the previous calculation is only true for static or standing position. However, when the robot is in locomotion mode, the total force on each stepped foot need to be considered. With reference to Fig.1 , the force on each foot can be calculated as follows; 
where the weight for the soil (M e ) is assumed to be unknown, and ( ) z t is the changes of vertical axis motion of the leg in real-time ( t ). Thus, the restoration force during locomotion can be calculated as in Eq. 7 with different phases: walking phase with l number of legs on the ground/soil and transient phase with n -leg: The environment at the bottom of ocean, most of the terrain is made up of soft soil; hence the stiffness of the robot legs need to be adaptable to the soil. On the other hand, overpushed by each leg during locomotion should be avoided in order to ensure the robot walks in a horizontally stable condition. According to the buoyance factor as discussed in Section II, the total f F need to be sufficiently positive to ensure 0 R F > . To achieve this purpose and to ensure robot locomotion is on the bottom surface of the sea, impedance equilibrium is derived, as shown in Fig.2 , by considering R F that can be expressed as in Eq.8:
where b D is the total damping coefficient, that is similarly determined as n e D discussed in Section II and by considering with the weight of the robot, can be calculated as follows:
b K is the total stiffness of the body from the shoulder to the ground (total stiffness of supported legs) as shown in Fig.  2 ; this is a positive tuning parameter. R F is the total vertical force acting on the legs that touches the ground by considering B F as buoyancy factor. This total force would include the information of the robot's center of mass (CoM) during transient and walking phases. As shown in Fig.4 , 4-DoF leg configuration of hexapod robot model with tripod walking pattern is used in this study. The stabled CoM for static stability configuration robot [14] , such as the hexapod robot, need to be near to the actual total weight of the robot. The calculation of e F based on tripod walking pattern is shown in Table 1 with reference to the notification in Fig. 3 . In integrating the PD-FLC, the ( ) h t states are used as input variables. The continuous fuzzy model proposed by [15] is used via fuzzy if-then rules to optimize the input variables. The fuzzy rule base containing th i rules for a multi-input single-output (MISO) fuzzy system with the following form [16] is considered: 1 1 ...
is M and if h is M then H
where k k h ∈ ℜ are the system state variables, i k M are the fuzzy sets, and i H are the outputs characterized in linguistic terms, that is, SMALL (S), MEDIUM (M) and BIG (B) for both positive (P) and negative (N) coordination. The final output, or crisp output, of the fuzzy system ( ξ ) for dynamic vertical position is inferred as follows (using a singleton fuzzifier with a minimum operator as the antecedent part of the rules ( Π ) and the center of mass method for defuzzification): With reference to the hexapod robot configurations and force delivery on each foot (placement period) at time ( q t ), the control input ( ) u t can be represented as in Eq.12:
Thus, the new reference and position of the z-axis position for each leg at time ( t ) can be written as follows:
, , The proposed PD-FLC admittance control with consideration of buoyancies factor and environment trailed trajectory (ETT) [17] is described by the diagram of hexapod model control structure as shown in Fig. 4 . 
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
The proposed admittance control is implemented and verified with several simulations on hexapod robot control structure with COMET-IV [12] identification model as a plant. The analysis is done on both tripods walking with and without PD-FLC admittance control. In this simulation, b M is tuned to achieve hexapod robot statically drowning into the sea and stand on the bottom of the sea to ensure 0 R F > . Also, during the simulations, several tuning have been carried out on the controller parameters and the environment model in order to ensure the time response of the walking cycle is stable, as tabulated in Table 2 . In addition, simulation has been done by running the tripod side-walking from left to right. Since the vertical force is a main issue, the analysis was done on the foot point motion on vertical position. Referring to Fig. 5 , on stand-up position, the robot with PD-FLC admittance control (PDFLC) and without admittance control (No Admt) perform the same vertical foot motion until the first step of walking at about 34 seconds.
After the first foot swing-phase, the robot with PDFLC shows extra push down (extra forces) to the soil compared to the robot walking without the admittance control. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that e B F F > for robot with PD-FLC admittance control, hence complying with the condition for the hexapod robot to walk on the bottom of the sea, while the robot without admittance control does not comply the required condition. The simulation is also carried out for robot walking in omnidirectional mode in order to analyze the performance of body mass coordination (BMC) [18] . As shown in Fig. 7 , the moving curve for hexapod robot omnidirectional walking with the proposed PD-FLC admittance controls is nearly smooth. The fluctuating foot placement does not disturb the omnidirectional path flow of the robot with reference to the navigation reference as shown in Fig.7 . The simulation results show the proposed adaptive admittance control with PDFLC CoM-based impedance control integration for 4-DoF leg hexapod robot has successfully compensated with the resultant force restoration that acts vertically on the robot during locomotion on the seabed. The admittance for each leg is able to tune up using only a stiffness value b K , which affect both impedance model and the integrated PD-FLC controller. The proposed admittance controller is also verified in omnidirectional walking mode and shows stable omnidirectional movement and navigation with small vertical bouncing. In the real situation of undersea environment, tidal current that acts in a horizontal direction on the robot is more crucial than the buoyance factor itself. Therefore, this issue should be investigated in future studies in order to improve the current proposed admittance control or introduce a new force control for hexapod robot stable walking on seabed.
